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MANGA ARTIST CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMPYuu Watase Yuu Watase Nobuhiro Watsuki Banri Sendo &
Shibuko Ebara Satomi Ikezawa

CATEGORY

GENRES
Fantasy, Romance Comedy, Fantasy,

Romance

Adventure, Drama,
Fantasy

Action, Drama,
Historical, Samurai

Romantic comedy,
Sci-Fi

Drama, Mystery,
Supernatural

Comedy, Romance
Psychological

Comedy, Psychological,
Supernatural

Comedy, Drama,
Fantasy, Romance

About

Adventure, Fantasy,
Historical, Romance

A girl loses her memories, with the boy 

who is in love with her travelling to

different dimensions to find the memories, 

but only at a price.

A girl gets pulled into a book and

becomes a Priestess where she has to find her 

warriors to save a country.

The leader of one clan comes together 

with the last of another clan to fufill a 

prophecy of overthrowing the tyrannical 

rule of the Emperor.

The prequel to Fushigi Yûgi: The 

Mysterious Play, where the first Priestess 

of the story appears. 

A wanderer formerly known as as 

assassin helps those in need to atone 

for the murders he committted.

Aliens have landed on Earth and are 

given the name “DearS”, with one 

following a high-school student to 

learn the ways of the planet.

A boy who is the head of his family spiritual clan 

helps spirits in distress with the aid of his twin 

sister and friend.

A girl does not know that she has another 

side to herself who is the complete 

opposite and helps deliver punishment to 

those who are mean to the girl.

A boy who is able to see spirits comes 

across a shop that grants wishes. His 

wish is to no longer see the spirits, but 

the payment is not what he expected.

With the help of a talking dog plush, a girl aims 

to fill a bottle with hearts of people she heals so 

she can go to a certain place.
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CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMP CLAMPKenichi Sonoda Naoko Takeuchi

Fantasy Action, Adventure, Crime Comedy, Fantasy,
Magical Girl, Romance

Mystery, Romance Comedy, Mystery,
Supernatural

Action, Comedy,
Magical Girl, Romance

Supernatural Comedy, Mystery Comedy, Crime, Romance Comedy, Romance, Sci-Fi Action, Comedy, 
Supernatural

A man frees an angel from a tree. 

In return the angel wants to grant 

his wish, but although he declines, 

she still aims to find one for him.

Two young women who run a gun shop; one an expert on 

firearms, the other on explosives, and both use their skills 

to work as bounty hunters.

A girl finds a book and opens it to find 

that she has released the cards sealed 

within. Her duty is to capture the cards 

before evil befalls the world.

A girl falls in love with her new 

teacher and he also starts to take 

an interest in her. But there is 

more to the man than she knows.

A group of students are the school’s 

Paranormal Investigators who look into 

the supernatural phenomenon that goes 

on behind the scenes.

A teenage girl finds out from a talking cat 

that she is the guardian Sailor Moon, and 

must find the other Sailor Scouts to defeat 

the dark evil and find the Moon Princess.

A high schooler takes a trip to Kyoto, 

where he walks into another realm and 

comes across a beautiful female warrior 

who fights supernatural enemies

Three boys who are the student council in the 

elementary department of their school, their aim is to 

help damsels in distress.

One of the student councillors from 

CLAMP School Detectives is the Man of 

Many Faces, whose aim is to steal things 

his two mothers request.

Persocoms, a humanoid computer, is what everyone 

has in the 22nd Century. A young man manages to 

find one and soon finds that there is more to the 

Persocom than he first thought.

Two male teenagers are 

monster-battling superheroes who 

finds that their enemy has fallen in 

love with their female leader.

N/A
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CLAMP CLAMPNaoko Takeuchi Reiko Yoshida
& Mia Ikumi

N/A Action, Comedy,
Magical Girl, Romance

Comedy, Magical Girl,
Romance, Sci-Fi

Action, Fantasy,
Drama, Supernatural,

Psychological

Life events, Romance Cyberpunk, Fantasy Adventure, Fantasy,
Historical

Comedy, Erotic fantasy Drama, Supernatural

A celebration of CLAMP’s 15th 

anniversary, it is a collection of manga 

art, interviews, and short manga comics.

Sailor V is the prequel to Sailor 

Moon, and finds an ordinary school 

girl becoming the heroine of love 

and justice who fights off evil.

A group of girls find themselves infused with 

DNA of almost extinct animals, and their 

mission is to protect the planet from aliens 

who are using animals to attack humans.

A young man has the power to 

decide the fate of the Earth, and 

returns to Tokyo to choose on 

saving or destroying humanity.

Based on experiences from CLAMP, it 

is twelve short stories and essays 

depicting love and relationships and 

the concepts behind the emotion.

Clovers are children with special powers 

the government try to control. One girl who 

is a Clover is escorted by an ex-military 

soldier to visit a park she wishes to go to.

Adapted from the Korean folk tale, a 

young girls sets out on an adventure 

with a traveller to overthrow the 

tyrannical ruler in her hometown.

A take on Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s 

Adventures in Wonderland, it follows 

a young school girl who gets pulled 

into many worlds. 

Based on the legend that when snow is 

falling, it is when the snow princess is 

crying. This depicts five tragic tales 

related to snow.

My Manga Collection in Order of Quantity

Shojo manga = for young teenage girls

Josei manga = for late teenage/adult females

Shonen manga = for young teenage boys 

Seinen manga = for young adult males

Yuri manga = involving same sex relationships
       with women

Magical girl is a term used to depict girls with special powers

N/A




